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NOMENCLATURE

a tip vortex core radius i

A area of vortex sheet

OL angle of attack

c chord of foil

Cd drag coefficient

Cf skin friction coefficient

Cp pressure coefficient

Cl lift coefficient

DI induced drag

Ein energy in vortex core

Eo energy surrounding vortex core

Et total energy in vortex system

G,f, K circulation
r. circulation at midspan
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v circulation density of vortex sheet

F force on cross section of core
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in a boundary layer

T vector element of vortex

p pressure

r radial coordinate in (x,re) system

R propeller radius

Rh hub radius

density of fluid,dummy r coordinate in propeller
calculations

:vector from control point to vortex element
s span
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Sn point N on lifting line midway between vortices

t time

u velocity in x direction

v velocity in y direction In (x,y,z) system
velocity in r direction in (x,r,e) direction

w velocity in z direction in (x,y,z) system
velocity in direction in (xr,S) system

Uo free stream velocity

tLx x component of disturbance due to a unit vortex

'a radial component of disturbance due to a unit vortex

1 tangential component of the disturbance due to a unit vortex

Uv velocity induced by vorticity at point x

V velocity vector

Vo relative flow past a blade section, neglecting

disturbance velocities

V t *relative flow past a blade

-1 angular velocity of propeller

(Bt volume density of 4orticity distribution

dumrrjy coordinate for foil

~ duriny x coordinate for propeller

x axiel component of (x,y,z) systemn or (x,r,O) system.

y y component of (x,y,z)system, along span of foil or blade

z other component of (x,y,z) system

Yff y coordinate of midspan

V1 weighting factor for changing vortex spacing

t=  velocity potential
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I NTRODUCTI ON

The subject of this report is the interaction A

kinematics and dynamics of the trailing vortex sheets in the

wake of a propeller. The effects considered to be of primary *

interest are tip vortex cavitation, the downwash on the

blade surface, and the resultant change in the assumed

loading and field point velocities and pressures due to the

configuration of the field of trailing vorticity. It was

apparent early In this work that two important phenomena

were taking place In propeller wakes which were not

accounted for in the classical propeller design models. The

trailing vortex sheets were not remain;ng on helicoldal

sheets but were rolling up around a core containing the

vorticity shed from the tip region and the velocity field at

the propeller plane as a rasult was not that predicted by

Itheory. In this highly rotational tip region, several

factors should probably be taken Into account that are

normally considered negligible in potential -flow theory as

applied to lifting surfaces. There may be strong streamwise

pressure gradients due to either diffusion of vorticity or

to absorbtion of the sheet vorticity into the core. These

considerations are especially important if the phenomenon of

tip vortex cavitation is to be understood.

.. .. .
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In Chapter I the classical vortex sheet rollup problem

from a wing with elliptical loading is considered in a

manner similar to that of Westwater ( . ). The problem is

approached by a discrete vortex method modified by analytic

calculations near the ends of the sheet where a square root

singularity exists In the vorticity distribution. It is

found that a strip theory model Is adequate for the induced

velocity calculations saving a great deal of computer time.

The argument is made that an Infinite vorticity, or

equivalently a finite line vortex cannot exist in a real

fluid and the tip vorticity is spread out over a finite

thickness.

In Chapter I! a model of the tip vortex core Is

examined with the intention of calculating pressures in the

core and the effect of axial velocity gradients in the core

on the velocity field outside the core. This analysis Is

based on the balance of pressure forces due to vorticity

inside and surrounding the core and the resultant inward and

axial velocities.

Chapter III is an application of the results of

Chapters I and 1i to the case of an elliptically loaded

lifting line. The pressures In the tip vortex and kinematics

of the sheet motion are calculated. The velocities Induced

at the lifting line are calculated, and conclusions drawn as

to how this would alter the assumed load distribution.

Chapter IV is an application of the theory developed

earlier to a wing. The actual load, tip vortex pressures,
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and vortex sheet kinematics are calculated and compared with

experimental results.

Chapter V concerns the application of the vortex sheet

kinematics and tip vortex core dynamics to the helicoldal

geometry of propellers.

1i

I
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CHAPTER I

The instability of a vortex sheet shed from the

trailing edge of a wing has been the subject of much

contemplation and calculation since the beginnings of

airfoil theory. Nevertheless for most design applications

the trailing vortex sheet is assumed to lie in a flat plane

extending to Infinity downstream. Prandtl, Westwater and

Kaden (. 1 3) among others worked on the problem of vortex

sheet rollup with some success. The problem has not received

much attention In recent years because the velocities

induced on the surface of a wing are not greatly changed

when the sheet Is considered to be rolled up instead of

straight. The rollup takes place far enough behind the wing

to be ignored In aircraft applications In general. In the

case of heavily loaded marine propellers, however, the

effect may not be negligible. The trailing vortex sheet does

not proceed directly downstream but, as seen from a

propeller blade, rotates downstream on helicoidal surfaces.

if the tangential velocities due to rotation of the

propeller are large compared to the forward velocity of

the ship, the sheets may pass very close to the following

blades. The present author has reexamined the wing problem

by several numerical techniques using a discrete vortex

representation for the distribution of vorticity in the

trailing vortex sheet.

The first method chosen was to select an elliptical

loading on a lifting line and divide the trailing vortex

14 L _ __ _ ___
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sheet into N discrete vortices at equal spacing along the

wing. The elliptical loading is chosen because this gives a

constant downwash along the span. Thus any rollup Is due to

the instability of the flat sheet model rather than to

differences in velocities normal to the sheet along the

span.

The wing loading and trailing vorticity distribution

appear below.

0vi

The velocity induced on the sheet by the trailing

vorticity Is deduced by the law of Biot-Savart (4)

Z

tY /
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In the case of a sheet vortex:

-*x1 cLAA

xx

If the control point X is within the sheet the Cauchy

principal value of the integral is intended.

If the sheet is shrunk to a line vortex:

zL
j~i.K CXcL (2')

Z-

The procedure here Is to represent the sheet vortex by

a series of discrete line vortices. Since we are interested

in the motion of the sheet, the Cauchy principal value

restriction must be accounted for. This is done by always

making calculations midway between vortices. (5)

Method One

The foregoing leads to the most straightforward, but

also most time consuming method for finding the actual

stable configuration for the trailing vortex sheet from a

lifting line with elliptical loading. The sheet is assL'med
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to start out straight downstream from the trailing edge and,

as a first estimate for this position, is assumed to remain

a flat sheet to infinity downstream. The sheet is divided

into discrete vortices at an even spacing on the lifting

line. (FIG. 1.1 )

They are also divided lengthwise Into sections of

length delta X. The strength of the trailing vortex at £

position N is the difference in bound circulation between

space position S1 and S2 since a vortex may not end In a

fluid.H¢
We thus start the calculation with a flat grid of

vortices and downstream positions. The velocity induced by

the vorticity of the rest of the sheet is then computed at

each vortex at each discrete position downstream as follows:

t 1 -51 ,
The velocity at position P(n,p) due to a vortex

element at P(m,p), has the value:

VxZ. z rn Z4r4rj+

VyY 5,g =LA2L s - 15%)

~P p
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U0

I~ I FGURE 1. 1
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For each position the velocity due to each element Is

calculated and summed to obtain the resultant Induced

velocity at each point on the sheet due to the rest of the

sheet. A matrix of induced velocities is formed due to the

present assumed position of the sheet. The streamlines

containing the vortex lines are then found, starting at the

trailing edge with a straight line cross section and

assuming that:

A new sheet is thus formed by integrating the

streamlines back. If the flat plane wake were stable the

downwash would remain constant at the trailing edge and

increase to twice this value at cross sections far

downstream. The sheet would , therefore, remain straight In

cross section but slope with decreasing curvature

downstream. Due, however, to truncation errors in the

numerical methods and to roundoff error In the machine, the

calculated downwash is never exactly constant across a cross

section. The sheet will therefore not remain exactly flat.

If It is indeed unstable in the flat configuration and

stable in the rolled up position, as claimed by Kaden, it

should proceed to the rolled up position post haste. After

several iterations the sheet should be rolled up into

whatever stable position it finds most comfortable. The

drawing in Figure(1.2 ) shows the results of doing such a

calculation on a wing of twenty foot span with an elliptical

loading. For this sample calculation 31 vortices were used
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LEADING EDGE

WAKE ROLLUP tltttcf-ttt 'm
GEOMETRY ELLIPTICAL LOADING

OVER A 20 FOOT SPAN

" 3' SECTION

SECTIONS TAKEN THROUGH
WAKE TOWARD WING

5' SECTION

z - -7' SECTION

x

13' SECTION
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NOT REPRODUCiBLE

FIG~URE 1.2
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and the calculation was carried far enough downstream to be

rolled up although the spacing is too wide to distinguish

details of the roll up mechanism in the tip region. Two

further plots are shown in Figures (1.3) and (1.4). These

assume a wing of two foot span with an elliptical load

distribution. The magnitude of the circulation at the

midspan Is three feet squared per second. The first plot is

of results using only nineteen trailing vortices. It is

obvious that one foot downstream the sheet is no longer

flat, but the effect is far more marked in the second plot

for which 99 trailers were used. It is obvious that the

choice of vortex spacing has an effect on the ultimate

shape computed in the tip region, although the motion of the

sheet in general away from the tip may be similar in the two

cases. In fact, the smaller the spacing is chosen, the more

dramatic the results at the tip. Since the kinematics and

dynamics of the fluid in the tip region are of major

importance, especially if cavitation is to be accurately

anticipated, this ambiguity In detailed results must be

resolved. This problem, will however be deferred for the

moment, to consider the more mundane question of calculation

time. The two calculations for 99 and 19 vortices consume

respectively 20 and 12 minutes of computer time on a 360

Model 65. This fact dooms fjrther examination along this

path to financial disaster. No practical propeller design

method could ever be sucessful with so expensive a

calculation at its base, considering the inevitable added
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calculation required to apply a method to the helicoidal

geometry of propeller wakes.

A more efficient means of calculating the trailing

vortex paths was sought to decrease the number of

computations required. Since the effect of one element of a

vortex on the velocity at a control point Is proportional to

the Inverse of Its distance to the control point squared, it

would seem that the major effect is that of the nearby

elements. A slight inaccuracy in the locations of the vortex

elements far from the point In question may not cause a

significant error in the final result. A strip theory model

was , therefore , used assuming that the shape of the

sheet cross section at each downstream position was constant

from that section upstream to the foil and downstream to

infinity. This greatly simplifies the calculations since the

nftrailers may be considered straight lines parallel to the X

axis at each position and the induced velocity may be

calculated analytically.

Y P
pr)1 VX :0

O:(y,-~yf), t(z,"-Z,,) " Y, r

IttO_ - _ Vy =IVZ L-
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The procedure is to start out at the trailing edge with

the sheet straight in cross section as before and calculate

the induced velocities on the sheet. The vortex locations at

the next station downstream are then found from:

where delta T is the spacing in the downstream direction

divided by the wing velocity Uo. this procedure eliminates

d the need for iteration and storing large arrays of positions

and Induced velocities and gives results approaching those

of the first method. See Figures (1.5) and (1.6)

Method Three

The obvious fallacy in the methods discussed so far is

that a discrete vortex model of the elliptical loading may

not give a constant downwash except In the case of

vanishing spacing. The singularity In trailing vortex

strength is represented rather poorly with such a model. If

the model is such that the tip vortex immediately moves out

of the plane of the rest of the sheet, the rollup will

proceed immediately. See below.

4-- "-

If, however ,this area at the end of the wing Is

represented In a more mathematically satisfying manner by

evaluating the downwash at the tip due to the singularity

analytically, the sheet still rolls up. This argument is

necassary only In an ideal fluid since in a real fluid the
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vorticity may not remain infinite for any finite length of

time. A line vortex may not maintain a zero core thickness

but will diffuse over a finite area. Nevertheless the ideal

fluid argument is worth pursuing both for the sake of

consistancy and to see if it invalidates the previous

resu 1 ts.

First, an expression is needed for the downwash at the

tip due to a loading In the tip area of form: I/

L.
YV

~1E

0 5 L Y

The velocity Induced at a point s near the tip by such a

loading between y=0 andy=L can be calculated from the law of

Blot-Savart.
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L- LOt- av _Y -"IV
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rY/

The point of this discussion Is that there is a finite

downwash due to the inverse square root singularity in the

trailing vorticity distribution even when the tip Is

approached. To represent this effect with a discrete vortex

model It Is necessary to consider the last vortex out to

experience a downwash due to the singularity in the

vorticity distribution In the last interval. This problem
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should be taken account of in the computation of the motion

of the sheet. The method used was to introduce a control

point just inside the tip vortex. The strength of the tip

vortex is weighted so that the proper velocity is calculated

at this point B.

bw rtc rttit

S5-b

The velocities and positions of this point B are calculated

at each control point rather than those of the tip vortex.

The tip vortex position is obtained by extrapolating the

position of the next vortex in through point B.

If this value is used in the induced velocity

calculations according to the strip theory of Method two,

the triggering Is less sudden but the final rollup

configuration is the same. See Figures (1.7) and (1.8)

Method Four

The problem of ambiguous results in the wing tip region

must now be considered. Since the results depend on the
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vortex spacing selected, there must be a length

characteristic of the flow which would give a scale for the

spacing selection. There is no ambiguity in the results if a

real foil is towed in a real fluid. Since the problems occur

at the tip of the wing, it is suspected that the length

scale sought has some relation to the configuration of the

flow in a real fluid in the tip region. The most obvious

approach to this problem is to define a size for the viscous

core at the tip. The usual means of doing this is by

equating the total kinetic energy per foot downstream in the

ultimate rolled up wake to the induced drag on the foil.

Assuming that the final configuration is two Rankine

vortices of strength G,the kinetic energy may be calculated

as follows. The vortices are assumed to be s feet apart and

Nto have core radius a. (6)

o

The velocity potential of the flow outside the core Is given

by:

V 1 -S' y +

The kinetic energy outside the cores is given by:

4_ + + +CL

EO-
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The kinetic energy inside the cores Is:

CL

E111 11
This gives a total kinetic energy per foot or Induced drag

of:

I1T \S"/ +

since a is presumed much smaller than the span:

r.!

DL 8/

If the loading Is elliptical:

OL= I 7 5 CV1 C-

This gives a measure of the core size. However there are two

major objections to this procedure. First the area close to

the wing is of major practical importance and the total

circulation certainly may not be considered absorbed into
the core imnediately on departure from the trailing edge.

J
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Second, in a model which assumes small pertubation

velocities in the downstream direction any concentration of

vorticity from elsewhere !n the sheet in the core is

impossIble. The vortices must move with the fluid and if

Ithere Is no sink at the core center, there can be no net

flow into the core region. By observing the paths of the

vortices in the models considered so far, it is obvious that

this is true. There Is no concentration of vorticity In the

core region but rather a rollup of large diameter about it.

This fact leads to the third objection which Is that In real

flows a concentration In the core region is possible and ,

in fact , likely by allowing axial changes in velocity and

pressure in the core. This introduces a sink or source at

the core center in the two-dimensional models and

Invalidates the energy argument.The method used fcr this

analysis must look more closely at the formation of the core

near the wing. It was suggested by McCormick (7) that the

Important dimension was the boundary layer thickness.

As was mentioned above, the deliberations about the

principal value of the Induced velocity Integral at the tip

when the slope of the bound circulation strength is infinite

are somewhat beside the point in a real fluid. Such a strong

vorticity as would be expected at the tip of a wing with

elliptical loading must be spread out over a finite area in

a real fluid. If this vorticity is being shed from a wing

tip , It must be spread out over the boundary layer

thickness of the fluid on the under (pressure) surface of
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the wing when this fluid reaches the wing tip. If there is

seperation of the flow around the tip, this area would ,of

course, be greater. The tip vortex is , therefore, not a

line vortex but has a finite core and the velocities due to

it are finite everywhere. The core region describes a solid

body rotation about Its center.

The Infinite value of vorticity at the tip has now

disappeared , and the core vorticity Is symmetrical about

the center of the core. The velocity induced at the center

of the core by the core itself is therefore zero. The rest

of the sheet induces an upward velocity at the core center.

The rollup phenomena is now easily visualized. The end of

the sheet starts up while the rest of the sheet bends down.

The core then pulls the sheet out and the sheet pulls the

core in toward midspan. (See below)

/I

0 -r,

Since this model is the one that the author feels

represents physical reality best , it will be used in the

remainder of the paper. Results using this method are

similar to those of the other systems (See Figure 1.9 ), but

for further investigations into the dynamics of the tip
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vortex core region this model seemed most appropriate.

The vortex spacing at the tip is chosen small enough so

that several vortices are included in the tip. The strength

of the tip vortex is then evenly divided between these

vortices that lie within a boundary layer thickness of the

tip. The rollup kinematics show little dependence on the

choice of boundary layer thickness. This question does

become more important when the dynamics of the core region

are being considered. The minimum pressure at the center of

the rotating region is for Instance dependent on the core

diameter selected. The success of this model in eliminating

the previous difficulties with ambiguous results due to

various choices of spacing may be observed by comparing

figures (1.9) and (1.10).

I -

1 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CHAPTER If

The preceding analysis , as may be seen from the

results of Chapter I, does not lead to a concentration of

vorticity in the core region, although it does give a rollup

of the vortex sheet. As a matter of fact , it is impossible

for any concentration of vorticity to occur in a model which

assumes the streamwise velocity to be constant. The only

mechanism which can produce a concentration of vorticity,

which implies a concentration of fluid since the vortices

move with the fluid, is a sink at the core in the two

dimensional strip theory model, which corresponds to an

increase in the axial velocity in the three dimensional

problem. Batchelor in (8) investigated the diffusion of a

line vortex and the axial velocities and core pressure

gradients associated therewith. His analysis is , however

limited to the region far downstream from the wing where all

vorticity is considered concentrated in the core region and

there is no additional vorticity entering the core from the

sheet. His model is , therefore , one with a deacceleration

of the axial velocities due to an increase of pressure

downstream. The pressure rises downstream due to the viscous

deacceleration of tangential velocities in the core region

and the resultant decrease In centrifugal forces. The core

therefore expands and weakens downstream in the far

downstream region. Professor Sheila Widnall and Thomas

McMahon conducted a preliminary Investigation of the tip

vortex rollup problem using Batchelor's model.()
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Batchelor begins his analysis with the assumption that

the motion is axisymmetric and the following equations of

motion are valid In axisymmetric incompressible flow:

-I-t LLX -/ ' 1v 010214 + V- r +

3- L.ddj- /c rvv, L- 1v L -w - %/r]

-3 UL Wlx t Y Id

where:

-4- V + --, +
SdXL U~r2L Y-C

The assumption is made that axial gradients are small

compared to radial gradients. Thus:

V UL

These assumptions are valid for the tip vortex dynamics

considered in this report. The radial velocity is never more

than two percent of the axial velocity and axial changes In

velocity are small compared to radial changes. Thus

equations -1- through -4- become:

-- d- LLr r Pl , ) [J'

-, ,', I ,,,

c4r) r r
- 1" I,
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The integral form of equation -6- is:

-q- k- z.
r

In the region far downstream, Batchelor finds a solution for

this system of equations of form:

p -Uo r

- -

If the core radius a is defined is the radius where the

tangential velocity w is a maximum, this core radius may be

solved for:

-II- cju~: = Uo (.25

This assumes that the core had zero radius (was a point

vortex) at x=O. The change of core radius with distance

downstream Is:

dCLQ
-12.- a - -. Z

The magnitude of this quantity is Important In determining

the importance of viscous effects In the core region near

the wing. In the problems dealt with here .02 feet may be

taken as a typical value for the core radius near the wing

as derived from the boundary layer thickness. Uo Is

typically 25 feet per second and the kinematic viscosity of

water Is about ten to the minus five feet squared per

second. These values give for the downstream distance x

which Is a measure of how long It takes a point vorteg to
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diffuse to a core radius a:

-13- ; = = 18

In other words, the vortex would have to start as a point

vortex 198 feet upstream to have diffused to a core radius

of .02 feet at the trailing edge. At this value of x:
- - 2. o t-IJ Xii 'too 4

Therefore, it is concluded that in water the core radius

does not change fast enough due to viscosity to have any

significant effect on results in the region close to the

wing,

Near the wing, however, the model is considerably

altered. It is possible to have vorticity from the sheet

enter the core, thus increasing the circulation and lowering

the core pressure downstream. This gives rise to an

increasing axial velocity in the core region and an inward

component of velocity at the core surface.

The mechanics of the analysis proceed as follows. The

wing Is divided up into trailers as before and the last few

are considered to be in the boundary layer and of constant

strength. The boundary layer is assumed to be identical with

the core thickness and the vorticity is assumed to be

diffused over the surface of the core. The model is

therefore, at each downstream section, a Rankine vortex with
a group of trailing vorticies outside it.

I _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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Initially at the wing when the sheet is straight, the

minimum pressure in the core is easily calculated assuming

axial symmetry and a small effect of the sheet on the core.

4oit r or

8) (r r t r T

ttr:r

i Thepressure force on the upstream end of the core Is:
C. LI r cjjjr -)

i~f

Further downstream two effects act to decrease the core

i pressures and forces. The rollup of the vortex sheet

Increases the circulation surrounding the core and any flow

; Into the core brings in circulation from the sheet. The

first effect, that of the sheet rollup, Is small due to the

fact that the sheet vorticity Is small compared to that In

the core and the h/R3 term In the pressure Integral (o Iovc).

This effect is approximated, however , in the following way

a .I-41 T.1
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both for the sake of completeness and to trigger the

concentration phenomenon.

The analysis assumes axial symmetry and , therefore ,

the outside vorticity must be considered to be evenly

distributed about the axis. This is approximated by

calculating the angle subtended by each section of the sheet

on the core and considering the effective strength of that

vortex on the core pressure is this angle divided by two pi.

times its real strength. Its radius from the core center R

is considered to be that of the discrete vortex.

Ia

10

This model is , of course , crude but the effect is in

any case small compared to the concentration effects in the

core region itself.

The major effect is that of the Increasing core

circulation due to absorbtion of the trailing vortex sheet

into the core. This may be represented as follows. A length

delta X of the core is considered with a pressure force F

acting on It In the axial direction. A radial velocity V is

assumed at first to be zero. Using the momentum equation in

the x direction over a control volume of radius a and length
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delta x:

F= F,-Fz.

X ,orn erntw1L L.rl/SeC. . oWro) U.t,  ..2.FO..p~ L'o=1

,,o,,. c<>,<ttn,.Ltuj U.,_ u.,,-[v/K..t,,

The original F is calculated from the small rollup effect

~described in the previous pages. The resulting radial
~velocity V means that a sink of strength 2 aV per unit

~length is pulling fluid, and sheet vorticity with It in

I toward the core. The resulting increase in core strength .=

i calculated by assuming that all sheet vorticity within a

radius difference of V delta T is added to the core strength

and subtracted from the sheet strength. (The stretching

' effect Is neglected.

F1

4,k
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This gives a decreased pressure on the downstream end

and a resultant increase of axial velocity and sink

strength. The calculation is repeated until the radial

velocity converges to a limit. The new vortex positions may

now be calculated and the process moved to the next down

stream position.

I

rejrmr

It is entirely possible thaiZ the tangential velocity in

Ithe core Is not proportional to the distance from the core

center. However, it may be assumed that the tangential

velocity is a smooth function of radius from core center to

core radius. If , for example , a parabolic velocity profile

is assumed, the pressure at core center is only changed 6.3

percent. The Rankine vortex is therefore assumed to be a

reasonable approximation for the purpose of calculating

minimum pressures. It is also assumed that the axial
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velocity Is uniform across the core crosssection and equal

to Uo outside the core. The more rigorous method for

selecting these initial axial velocities would be through

calculating the head at each radius and completing the

energy balance. However, this fluid in the core has passed

through the boundary layer on the wing and has iost an

indeterminant amount of energy. For want of a better

appromimation the axial velocity is , therefore , assumed

uniform.

I.
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CHAPTER III

The purpose here is to apply the theory of the previous

chapter to a lifting line load and try to use It to

calculate the resultant core pressures and the motion of the

sheet, It Is apparent that the minumum pressure coefficient

is dependent on core diameter, load and the load

distribution over the span, and the amount of rollup that

has taken place.

To evaluate these effects, a lifting line with a span of

two feet was loaded with various elliptical loads and

boundary layer thicknesses. The motions of the trailing

vortex sheets are calculated and the pressures in the core

region estimated. The greatest attention was given to the

wake near the trailing edge of the foil since this has the

most effect on the foil itself.

The program operates In a manner similar to that of

method four in Chapter I. The only modification necessary Is

a line sink at the core center and axial and radial

velocities are calculated In the core region. The minimum

pressure is calculated at the core center at each down

stream position. A flow diagram for this progr3m is shown In

Figure (3.1 ). Runs were made at a variety of different

boundary layer thickness, maximum circulations, and

downstream spacings to determine the effect of these

parameters on the minimum pressure.

In Figure (3.2 ) the minimum pressure, y coordinate of

the core center, axial velocity In the core, and radial

i I
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0 0

3.

2.2

I.

Maximum circulation in ft.2 per sec.

Figure 3.3 Hinimum pressure coefficient in the
tip vortex core for various maximium
circulations. These results are
calculated for an elliptically
loaded lifting line with 1.67 foot
span. The boundary layer thickness
Is assumed to be .001 feet.
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velocity at the core boundary are plotted for various

distances downstream for a maximum circulation of 3 feet

squared per second and a boundary layer thickness of .01

feet. The results show that there is an Immediate radial

flow Into the core close behind the trailing edge with a

corresponding drop in the pressure. This is why tip vortices

are sometimes observed to cavitate a short distance behind

the foil rather than exactly at the foil. It is apparent

that for the minimum pressure calculations the spacing in

the downstream direction must be taken quite fine near the

foil to obtain the details near the foil. If only the

kinematics of the sheet are required, the spacing may be

much coarser. In Figure (3.3 ) the minimum pressure is

plotted versus maximum circulation for a boundary layer

thickness of 0.001 feet, a thickness that corresponds to a

laminar flow on the pressure side of the rudder model of

Chapter IV. The minimum pressure is strongly dependent on

the maximum circulation especially at very small boundary

layer thicknesses as would seem reasonable according to

equation -9- of Chapter II. The vertical component of

induced velocity was plotted for a maximum circulation of

1.86 feet squared per second on a lifting line of 1.67 feet

span. See Fig. (3.4). It is clear that the downwash from

this trailing vortex sheet is anything but constant although

the load is elliptical. The induced velocity Is in fact

positive at the tip. This clarifies some discrepencies

between propeller design theory and practice, assuming that

* I
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the results are analogous for propeller blades. A blade

designed for elliptical load distribution would in fact be

much more highly loaded in the tip region than anticipated

due to this upwash. The tip vortex would be correspondingly

stronger and the minimum pressure In the core would be

lower. Propeller designers have tended to reduce their

design load drasticly in the tip region to prevent tip

vortex cavitation. These results indicate that the load Is

inevitably greater than predicted in the tip region If

lightly or moderately loaded propeller theory is used. The

boundary thickness must be known accurately if the minimum

pressure is to be predicted with any confidence. The

dependence of minimum pressure on boundary layer thickness

is Indicated in Figure (3.5)

r
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This is from a lifting line with
span of 2 feet and on elliptical
load distribution of 3ft 2/sec.

30maximum circulation. 19 trailers3.0-
are used with 5 in the fine
spacing at the end.

x

-Cp

2.0-

1.0-

x

00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

Boundary Layer Thickness in feet

MINIMUM PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
AS A FUNCTION OF BOUNDARY
LAYER THICKNESS AT TALN&t
EDc.E OF TIP, PRESSUPRE SIDE

FIGURE 3.5
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CHAPTER IV

The results of Chapter III offer the possibility of

experimental verification. The minumum pressure coefficient

may be determined by observing the point where cavitation

begins in the tip vortex core in a moving stream of water of

known pressure and velocity. The calculations of the

preceding chapter provide a method for determining the

minimum pressure coefficient in the vortex core. W'hen this

pressure coefficient becomes equal to the cavitation index

of the flow, a vapor core should be observed in the tip

vortex. The foil selected for tnese tests was a bronze

rudder model with the following characteristics:

span 10"

root chord 8.925"

tip chord 5.360"

sweep of 1/4 chord 11 degrees aft

geometric aspect ratio 1.40

taper ratio .60

section type NACA 66

thickness to chord ratio root .2, tip .1

The boundary layer thickness is of course a critical

parameter in the calculation of minimum pressures in the

vortex core as shown In Fig. (3.5). To make an accurate

estimate of boundary layer thicknesses, it is necessary to

know the pressure distribution on the pressure side of the

foil. This is calculated for various angles of attack using

S ii

{I
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the published characteristics for this two dimensional

section from Abbott and Doenhoff (). Of course the interest
IFI

here Is only in the flow aft of the stagnation point. The

high pressures forward of the stagnation point may be

disregarded since this fluid passes to the other side of the

wing. For the integration of the boundary layer equations

back from the stagnation point to obtain the displacement

thickness I am indebted to Professor Jerome Mllgram (II) who

has programmed the methods of Truckenbrodt(.) and Spence(13).

In both of these methods Ludweig and Tillmann's (13) equation

for the wall shear stress Is used:

. 678 H-8
CF .= -f6 10

It Is assumed that the boundary layer Is turbulent in these

calculations. This assumption is reasonable for ship

propellers but leads to difficulty In the experimental work

with this rudder model. It was necessary to add strips of

plastic aluminum to the pressure side of the foil to -roduce

a turbulent condition on the model. Cross flow effects were

not taken into account and this may cause the calculated

boundary layer thickness to be greater than the true

thickness. Sample resulti are shown in Figure (4.1).

Truckenbrodt's method does not converge properly In an

adverse pressure gradient and therefore only the method

developed by Spence is used in the low angle of attack

range. it is felt by Professor Mllgram that the difficulty

in the application of Truckenbrodt's method lies In his
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numerical handling of the equations at high values of H (the

ratio of displacement thickness to momentum thickness)

rather than an Inherent fault of the method. In the range of

values of angle of attack above 5 degrees, the two methods

agree nicely. It is felt that these methods give a better

estimate of the boundary layer thickness than that used by

McCormick (7), which does not take the pressure gradients

due to the potential flow around the foil Into account.

The computer program described in Chapter IV is used to

calculate the motions of the sheet and minimum pressure

coefficient in the vortex cores. The loading Is assumed to

be elliptical so that the downwash is constant across the

span. For a span of 1.67 feet ( twice the real span due to

the image effect of the tunnel wall ) and a chord at

midsection of .74 5 feet, the circulation at midsection Is

computed as follows for angle of attack*(:

-0OUor .I
C- 3.3 2-

I + - 1
With a tunnel water velocity of 25 feet per second:

r=.517

where*(is in degrees. The downwash may also be computed

assuming that the sheet remains flat:

CL

!,O

017
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The lift coefficient for this low aspect foil was checked
using a lifting surface computer program developed by S.

Wldnall(15). This program gives a slightly lower lift

coefficient at each angle of attack.

ir C . 757 .

* The results both from the program and experimrental are

j"; plotted In figure (4.6). The points represented by small

circles on this plot were measured by observing the

pressure at which cavitation first appeared in the tip

vortex core. The pressure in the cavity was then assumed to

be vapor pressure. Some error may be expected due to this

assumption. The cavity pressure may well be higher due to

air content In the water. The consistency of the results as

the tunnel remained under vacuum for several hours, however,

indicates that this effect was not major. The in, tial runs

were made with a tip rounded with plastic putty. The

initial job was rough and the maximum span was about at the

three quarter chord point rather than at the trailing edge.

This caused the tip vortex to form forward of the leading

edge and to seperate around the tip. The Reynolds number of

the flow around this model was about 105 and some difficulty

was encountered in obtaining turbulent flow in the favorable

pressure gradient on the pressure side of the foil. The tip

was rebuilt with putty and the foil was carefully smoothed

with steel wool. See F",g-. (b,5). Turbulence stimulation was

provided by a spanwise strip of putty along one side of the

foil at the point of maximum thickness. The results obtained

" U~k
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with this foil are also plotted in Figure (4.6). It is

evident that when the smooth side is the pressure side the

foil cavitates much more readily at low angles of attack

than when the turbulence stimulation is on the pressure

side. Transition to turbulent flow is indicated by the

results for the smooth pressure side at high angles of

attack. The critical cavitation numbers for the two cases

then approach each other. These results compare favorably

with those of McCormick(7) although the hysterisis effect

that he observed was not apparent in these tests. The

critical cavitation number was the same when the critical

point was approached from low pressures or from high

pressures. The results indicate that the foil cavitates at

slightly higher pressures than anticipated by theory. This

may be explained by the fact that the lift in the tip region

is higher than predicted by theory as discussed in Chapter

III. The laminar flow boundary layer thickness is calculated

without taking account of the pressure gradient along the

blade. Since this report is concerned with marine

propellers, which operate in a highly turbulent flow

normally, the laminar results are interesting only In a

purely academic sense. If, however, the reader is tempted to

apply these results to cases where the flow is truly laminar

it would be advisable to program a laminar boundry layer

thickness calculation for a variable pressure gradient in

the outer flow.

rZ
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I -The trajectory of the tip vortex was plotted (Fig.

4.2) for the rudder model at an eight degree angle of

attack. Its position at one foot downstream fromi the

trailing edge is .135 feet above the center of the sheet.

This agrees with the photograph (Fig.4.3) of the rudder

operating in these conditions in the Propeller Tunnel. (The

angle of attack is negative In the photograph so that lift

is down and the tip vortex is the lower curve.) It was

observed during these tests that the tip vortex moved in the

free stream direction, in other words along the axis of the

tunnel, shortly after leaving the trailing edge while the

rest of the trailing vortex sheet curved downward as

predicted by airfoil theory. This agrees with the

calculations of this paper (see Fig. 4.2) and Is explained

by the fact that, If most of the trailing vorticity is

concentrated in the core, there Is nothing to induce a

pertubation velocity on the tip vortex but its Image, which

is far away. The downwash due to the image vortex, assuming

that It is 1.67 feet away and that the circulation at

midspan Is 3 feet squared per second is less than one

degree. Therefore the tip vortex moves in the freestrearn

direction as soon as it has absorbed most of the rest of the

vorticity. The spanwise trajectory of the tip vortex is

shown In the photograph of Figure (4.5). The eight degree

angle of attack with 25 feet per second water speed

condition was maintained for this photograph. Again the tip

vortex curves sharply In the vicinity of the foil and then
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proceeds nearly straight do~astream. The calculated spanwise

1 trajectory is shown for comparison in Figure (4.7).

Li

'I
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Xliiddle of sheet

*Tip vortex
0.1

-.. ...........

ft. Distance downstream in ft.

I I i I

FIG. 4.2 Calculated trajectory of the tip vortex core

and the wake at midspan for the rudder model

at 8 degrees angle of attack and 25 ft./sec.

water speed.
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FIG. 4.3 A photograph of the rudder model operating

at 8 degrees angle of attack and 25 ft./sec.

water speed. The lower streak is the tip

vortex. The upper streak is the rest of

the wake.
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FIG. 4.6 Minimum pressure coefficient for the rudder

model at tip vortex cavitation inception
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CHAPTER V

If the wake configuatlon, induced velocities, and

minimum pressures due to a lifting line wing can be

calculated as in Chapter IV, there is no reason why the

lifting line model of a propeller can not be handled in the

same manner. The propeller is more difficult only in the

sense that Its geometry is cylinderical rather thdn flat and

the discrete trailing vortex filiments will follow more or

less helical paths rather than straight lines downstream as

seen by an observer on a blade. If the trailing vortices had

no effect on themselves, the axial velocity would be the

forward velocity of the ship or the tunnel water speed In a

propeller testing tunnel. The wake of the ship is neglected

although modifications to include this are in the planning

stage. The tangential velocity would beanLr where .n Is the

rotational speed of the propeller and r is the distance out

from the shaft center. These axial and tangential velocities

are augmented by the velocities induced by the trailing

vortices from the blade under consideration and also to

those shed from all other blades. It Is also entirely

possible that in the case of a heavily loaded propeller the

radial induced velocities are important, especially in the

determination of the roll up kinematics. The vortices shed

from each of K blades, which are assumed to be similar, are

assumed to travel in similar trajectories, so that only the

position of one vortex sheet must be calculated.

-J
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The strip theory model is employed as In the wing model

at downstream stations. The r and or equivalently Y and Z

coordinates of the intersection of each trailer with the

plane perpendicular to the X axis at x is calculated from

positions at x-ax as before.

The only difference between this computation and that

for the wing is that each trailing vortex Is now assumed to

travel In a helical trajectory rather than in a straight

line downstream. The induced velocity at the vortices is

only weakly dependent on the pitch angle of the helix and

this Is assumed to be constant for each vortex and of

magnitude determined by moderately loaded lifting line

propeller theory(16). The equations for the velocity Induced

at a point x,r,e by a helical vortex of unit strength

starting at EI, are:(16)

L' -_')o r- cocos(?'ae

Lkr - co-+, 3/D

It _____ _ (r
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The basic difference between the propeller calculations

and those for the foil is that these equations must be

integrated to obtain the induced velocities at each vortex

due to all the others rather than the comparitively simple

equations for the velocity due to a straight line vortex.

This is more a difficulty in computer time cost than

mathematics. The method used was a five point Gauss

integration performed over five intervals from 0 to 4380

degrees downstream.(16). The integrations are performed as if

the trailer began at the downstream plane in question and

extended from this plane to infinity downstream. This

simplifies the calculations considerably since all

Integrations are performed over the same interval. The

results are then multiplied by the factor analogous to that

for the strip theory foil model on page 14 of Chapter I:

x

to retrieve the effect of the portion of the cause vortex

extending from the plane being considered back upstream to

the propeller plane. The geometry may perhaps best be

visualized by reference to Figures (5.4),(5.5), and (5.6).

The velocity induced by all the other blades on the sheet in

question is calculated at the beginning of the program and

assumed constant thereafter. A flow diagram for the

calculation is shown in Figure (5.7).

The integration of the velocities at point X to obtain

the new vortex positions at plane X +,0X leads to difficulty

in the propeller problem. The tangential velocities in a
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-'-1 propeller wake (as seen from a blade) are often four times

the axial velocity. The integration of the Y,Z components of

this tangential velocity can lead to a spiraling divergence

from the correct radius. This effect is corrected by

introducing the second order term in the numerical

integration as a radial velocity as follows:

Ar ts C crror rno.cie LrL W S seC.
.i

r~ ~~k u.ig irst orcla.

, ~~ r z =  tV & t ) L ' ( . s n Z ~ t z r s r / , g s /

11

• x 2. r'

(et ar = fit-v

Using this method, a calculation was made on a 20 foot

diameter propeller with a elliptical loading along the span.

The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. (5.1).
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The calculated position of a trailing vortex sheet from a 10 foot
radius 4 bladed propeller.

The hub radius is 2 feet
The loading is elliptical (G=0. Is in

The rotational velocity is 10 rad. /sec.
The boundary layer thickness is assumed to be .05 ft.
The circles represent vortex positions. 19 are used with 5 in

the fine spacing at the end and three in the corc. Only the center
of the core is plotted. i-

10

II I0't

ft. downstream .58

.89 A
I-" 8'

1.44 -X.

'A6

Siii/

6' 4' 2'

z

FIG. 5.1 PROPELLER VORTEX ROLLUP
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The loading for this propeller was extreme (G=.lsin0) and

the rollup is dramatic. The induced velocities for this

propeller were calculated on the blade by calculating the

velocity induced by each element of each vortex of the sheet

being calculated on control points on each blade. The

velocities induced by this sheet at a given radius on each

blade are then summed to find the effect of all the sheets

on a single blade. In Figures (5.2) and(5.3) the velocities

induced by a blade with reasonable loading and those due to

this extreme loading are plotted for comparison with the

results from moderately loaded propeller theory as developed

by Kerwin(16). It is observed that again this method gives a

heavier loading at the tip than expected due to the fact

that the downwash is negative at the tip, increasing the

angle of attack. The results at the hub are doubtful since

the effect of the hub itself is neglected. Work Is in

progress on a scheme to include the hub as a line sink.

Since the propeller used as an example here is a purely

hypothetical one, a purely hypothetical boundary layer

thickness of .05 feet was assumed.

A check was made to compare the contraction of the tip

vortex trajectory calculated by this method to the

experimental results of Abraham (1). The results of this

comparison are shown In Figure (5.8). Abraham photographed

the tip vortex (which was visible due to tip vortex

cavitation) and plotted its radial position as a function of

distance downstream. His calculations for wake contration,
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also shown in Figure (5.8), did not agree well with

experimental results but the present calculations agree

quite well with the experiment. The inclusion of rollup of

the trailing vortex sheet is apparently important in making

this calculation.

'I¢
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X Induced velocity due to rolled up sheets
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FIG. 5.2 Acomparlson of non dimensional axial and

tangential velocities for a lightly loaded

propeller using moderately loaded propeller

theory and rolled up trailing vortex sheets.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL PROPELLER TESTED BY ABRAHAM

SEE REF. (18)

Hub radius .1 ft. Water speed 13.35 ft./sec.

Propeller radius.5 ft. Revs./sec. 16.68

.301 4 Blades

A comparison of the tip vortex radial contraction observed

by Abraham, his calculated trajectory using Kerwin's field

point velocity program, and results from the present program

appear below:

1.0 Field point programI

,O.q- Observed by Abraham

X Calculated points including rollup

0.8-

L

0.

L

0.7-

0. 0. 0. 0 .3 o). ,  . 5" 0.

X/Rprop
FIG. 5.8 A COMPARISUN OF RESULTS FOR THE CONTRACTION OF A TIP

VORTEX SHED FROM A MODEL PROPELLER

_____________________ ________________
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUS IONS

4i

It has been shown that the trailing vortex sheet

problem may be solved numerically for an elliptically loaded

foil and the singularity at the end of the vortex sheet in

the potential flow problem may be dealt with by resorting to

an inner solution employing boundary layer theory at the tip

of the foil. The model, although crude, predicts both the
minimum pressure in the tip vortex core and the motions of

the sheet with reasonable accuracy. The use of a strip

theory model shortens the computation time to the point

where the method may be of practical use.

The lifting line propeller problem is solved for the

downwash on the lifting line and the kinematics of the

trailing vortex sheet as a direct application of the foil

solution, a rotation of the coordinate system and the

inclusion of the effect of other sheets from the rest of the

blades being the only modifications necessary.

It is indicated that the velocities induced by the

trailing vortex system on the blades, particularly at the

tip, may be quite different from those predicted by

moderately loaded propeller theory. This may lead to a load

distribution on the blades which differs considerably from

that predicted. Work is in progress on the inclusion of the

lifting line model In the lifting surface propeller design

method described by Kerwin (17).
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APPEND I X

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

I NTRODUCT IO14

The programs used in this work are listed in this

appendix. They are written in the FORTRAN IV language with

the exception of Professor Milgram's boundary layer programs

which are written in the MAD language for the 14.I.T. Time

Sharing System. Flow charts are included for those programs

which were not flow charted in the main text.
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METHOD 1 COMPUTER PROGRAM

This program is the iterative solution for the position

of the trailing vortex sheet. A flow chart is shown in

Figure (Al). This program uses a tremendous amount of

computer time unnecessarily and it is hoped that it will

never be run again. A listing of the source program is shown

in Figure (A2). Sample results are shown in Figure (1.2) of

the main text.
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METHODS 2,3j4 COMIPUTER PROGRAMS

These programs for strip theory models of the trailing

vortex sheet from an elliptically loaded lifting line differ

from each other only In minor details as indicated by the

I flow chart in Figure (A3). A listing of the Method 4 program

VI Is shown In Figure (A). Sample results are given in Figure

(A5).

I
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FINAL COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A LIFTING LINE FOIL

This program includes a sink at the tip vortex core

center and calculates minimum pressures as well as motions

of the sheet. At each interval downstream the velocity

induced by each vortex element on selected control points on

the blade is calculated for eventual inclusion in a lifting

surface method. A flow chart was given in the main text

(Fig. 3.1). A listing of the source program is given in

Figure (A6) and sample output in (A).
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LIFTING LINE PROPELLER PROGRAM

This is the final program for propeller design

purposes. An input form is shown in Figure (A8) to simplify

use. The Fourier series coefficient of the load distribution

are the coefficients in the following series for the

circulation on the lifting line.

G7(e): KLACOS (- i IBn $in MG)]

9 SPAN

where

K= 2.-r7RUo

SPAN z R - R
This allows the application of this method to other than

elliptical load distributions. The rest of the Input

quantities are straightforward. A flow chart was given In

the main text (Fig. 5.7). The main source program Is listed

in Figure (A9) and the two subroutines INVEL and INDUCT

which integrate along helices for the effect of the other

trailing vortex sheets and the other vortices on the sheet

being considered respectively are shown in Figure A0). The

output Is of the same form as for the foil problem.

t-
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SUIROUTI flF IIJVELC-I)

CU.114UUI VAUV(505)VTUV50,50),.VUV(50,50)
CoIDIUN THi(SO),G1A(10),)1P(UP,GL,V50),PI,X502)Y(50,2),Z(50,2)
CUAIdI4 ICTUT,RCAUS(),UA050,10),UTUOCS0,10) UkN0(50,10),NUTkL
DIrIISIU CUEX(S).UEI 1,hT(5),H(50) ,CU KH(1o).,SIJdKN(10)
KT B Ti I

DU 1000 NTRL-l,NOTitL
D0 12 HTkL-l,UT1L
UJAMUNTRI.t4) -0.
UTOB(NTRL,II) -0.
WUO(NTiIL,14)-0.

12 CUjT IN1UE
DU 11 I1.,9

CUEX(1):.046910:ELTA

CUEXC3)-.5.DELTA

CUEX(4)-. 769235-DELTA
CUEX(S)-.953090.oELTA
WEIGII.T(1)-. 059232.OELTA.2.

WEIGIIT(2)-. 119657.DELTA.2.
WEIGIIT(I.)-JEIG1IT(2)
hEIGhIT(3)-. 14.222.DLLTA.2.

GudU-Ga1A( I ).CUEX( L)

SIWK,4(K)SI IC 2..3. 14159/FLJATCiKT).FLOATIK-1))

CUSIfUC4 USAK-I I t.4K~i( K)
SIMI KN*S tI Y'CUSKN(K)*CUbY.IiK4)
VX I -GL.C(Z )GMRL V -RCAU (:4/HPRWP
DUI 11 JCP-1INU TIM
BUG-SURT((VXI.VI.(JCP)--2 .HZV.HZV-2..R(JCA).HZVCISIKN)

BUG-IIEI GlIT( L)/BLJG
EIGNU-VX I .RZV
UAO( JCP.14) -4.AB(JCP,II). C.4LV.HtV-RLV.H(JCP).COSI KN).BUG
UTUBI JCP,I4) UTO(JCP,I4).( RIJCP)'GI IVII) -RZ VG.Gi4VC.i).CUS IKN-EXGNU.S

111411(N). BUG
UIIIO(JCP,M) -UHUB (JCP,14)+ ( GL.IV(;4),ZV.S I ill 1,N-E XGIU.COSI 1(N) -BUGij END
SUBR0UTIAE INDUCT
CU-dtUI VAUV(50,50),VTUV(50,50),V.,WvCS0,50)
CU1V4UU TII(50),GtA(10),RPtUP,GL4V(50),PI .1(50 2).,YCSO. 2),4(50,2)
CUM'ON KR1UT,RCAUS(10),UAUB(50,10),UTJB(50,10) ,URUB(50,10),NOTRL
0I:IER:IN CUEX(5),WEIGiIT(),R(50)
DO 1000 NTI(L-1,NUThL

1000 R(NTRiL)-SQiCT(Y(NJTHL, 1).T(I4T~L,1).(JT,4L,1).i(T4L,1))/RP,UP
DU 11 NTHL-1,14UTHL
DU1 11 IT(L-1,NUTl1L
VAUVCNTRL ITIIL)-0.
VTUV (NTIIL,4TIl) -0.
VHUV( NTRIL,iTH I) -0.
IFU(IIiL-MTIL) 1001, 11, 1001

1001 CONTINUE
AJGTII(IITIU.)-TII(NTHI.)
00 1 1 1, )
DELTA-G'IA( 1.1)-G-IA I
CUM El ) .0 s69 10 .DE ITA*;ICuEX(2).230 765 DELTA
COEII'.). 769235S.DELTA
COEX (5 )-953090 DEL.TA
WE I GIl) -. 05 9232 * CL TA.
WEI G1IT( 5) -WE I GIITI 1
WEI (*TI2) -. 119657.DELTA.2.
WIGIITM s-1EI6I1IT(2)

f W1EIGlIT(3)-. 1t2222.oELTA.2.
DU 11 L-1,S
GNIJ-G.IA( I I).CUEX( L)
CLISY-COS (GNU)
SIlY-S I.IIGNU)
CUSKHNCUSIG)
SIJKU-SI WIANG)
COS IKN-CUSY.COSKN-S IIY.S 13KH
SI.4I iN.SI NY.CDSKI.-COSY.SI UKN
VXI -GL1(VI.TCL)*GNU
RZV-iII.IT.(L)
BUG-SQRTI (VXI -VXI .111 IITIIL).iiiTkL).,IZV..ZV-2. .HINTI(L).,IV.CUIK N)
1--3)
0UG-klEI Gf11(L)/BUG
EXGNU -VXI *NZV
VAMUTL,14TRI.) -VAUV (IITRI.,11Ti L) -(,(ZV*NLV-R1.V-H (NTIL) - C0,1I JN) -BUG

VTUVI NTI(L,14T1II )-VIUVI THL.hIT.hL )*(H(N4TIU.)GLi(VI:4T.L)- HLV.GLA(14).
1 CUSI1(N-EXGNUSIlI.9)(iU'.
VRUIVINTI4L,I4TlL )-VflUV(NT.4L,J4T#(L)- (GLIMIT&L )*IIZV.SI Ill 6.N-EXGNU.COSI K
1 )0(MIG

11 CUITIOJUE
RETURN.

R 19.
2
16i.

6
.750

Figure A 10

NOT E.o
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BOUNDARY LAYER PROGRAMS

These programs are listed in tne 14AD language purely

for the sake of completeness. They were written by Professor

Jerome Mllgram for calculations involving seperated flow on

yacht sails. See Ref. (11) of the main text. The listings

appear In Figure (All)
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I I33333333K~l 3334334*AC*[ I(
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33333 334444433. 4444,,34.3.4. 3
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3*V I3.3.43434333331* 
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334* 333343343333343 31334 4.43434443,433434443435.4

3433 33.4.44,33 33344343 4.443.34/34
3333334 3344343 44*33. 443 *4.3.44 34 43.4.33.

3334* ll 34 .3334314 3335334 3333343,44.3*44.4

33333 ~ ll 4*33334344 344.343444 333333 4444*3.33441.4* 4
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333333433 44*4 43*1
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